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Web marketing involves sending contents, such as letters, emails, postcards and forwards. With this
type of marketing the connecting media with clients is email, blog, tweets, social networking posts
and etc.

There are many advantages with web marketing-

1.	Larger audience- One of the prime advantages of web marketing is sending communications to a
large number of people, which is done very quickly.

2.	Cost effective- Web marketing has relative cost. Face book posts, tweeter posts or you tube
videos are created at zero cost. This cost effective advantage allows a marketer to connect with
larger audience (internet users) that too for free.

3.	Less work- Digital marketing does not require much work; it just needs the promotion and
advertisement for specific product and services. Once a client or marketer creates a video, photo,
tweet, message or some posts, he or she just needs to share it and the business is done.

4.	Long shelf- Web marketing has a long shelf, all messages; posts can be viewed on the internet
and can be seen by many viewers.

Thus, with these three advantages a digital marketer is ready to flaunt his product and services to
the online customers, viewers and to the visitors. To meet the needs of web marketing, there are
various services that are customized and uniquely made for them; there are many web marketing
solutions to help the client.

There are various marketing solutions that help the clients with successful web marketing business-

1	Scalable, Integrated, modular and reusable framework for the end-to-end provisions, which provide
digital marketing programs.

2	There is web services-based architecture that assists and secures reliable integration.

3	Marketing strategies are delivered through analytic system and dashboard driven decision support
for marketing to continue the improvement of digital marketing.

4	Policy, centralized compliance for security and standards are issued.

5	Single repository of consumerâ€™s data for uniquely branded websites that provides a personalized
and targeted user experience.

There are numerous skills and methods used for digital marketing that helps to foster and excel
online sales of products and services. The effective web marketing campaign starts from graphic
designing and web designing to SEO services, brand management, SMO services.

There are several channels in web marketing, it is important to streamline all the channels for one
agenda or goal. There are three powerful services, which are availed by digital marketing agencies.
The three services are search engine optimization India (SEO), search media marketing (SMM) and
pay per click (PPC). Three services are sole of successful digital marketing business. To flaunt and
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foster the growth in this platform it is important to take advantage by availing these services.
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